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Addition to Memo CP-D/632 by N.O.: 

I believe this memo (=WP2010-17) was discussed and agreed in the NRDC 2010 

meeting (but maybe I am wrong because we had to remove some items from the 

original agenda due to Icelandic volcano explosion…). We do not need to open this 

discussion again if we agree with the following restriction proposed in the paper: 

“Resonance parameters are compiled when both the projectile and target leading to 

the compound resonance are clarified by authors, and also the parameters are given 

as a function of incident energy on resonance (compiled under data heading EN-RES 

or, when determined in the same experiment, as REACTION with SF6=EN).” 

 

 

We have been accumulating resonance parameters of compound nucleus formed in 

neutron-induced reactions in EXFOR. These are usually derived from neutron-

induced reactions. In addition, we often see resonance parameters derived from 

measurement of charged-particle induced reactions. They can be divided to the 

following two types: 

(1) Resonance parameters of compound nucleus 

(2) Resonance parameters of residual nucleus 

Below are examples of these cases in recent publications: 

 

(1) Resonance parameters of compound nucleus – EXFOR E2133.003 [1] 

Authors derived resonance parameters (Ep and Γp) of 
8
B from measurement of 

proton angular distribution in p+
7
Be →

8
B → p+

7
Be elastic scattering in the 

inverse kinematics technique. These values can be easily compiled in the EXFOR 

format as follows 

Resonance energy: (1-H-1(4-BE-7,0),,EN) 

Elastic width:  (1-H-1(4-BE-7,EL),,WID) 

 

(2) Resonance parameters of residual nucleus – EXFOR C1707.002 [2] 

Authors derived resonance parameters (Ex, Γα, ωγ) of 
19

Ne from measurement of α 

decay branching ratios of 
19

Ne populated by 
19

F(
3
He,t)

19
Ne and known life-times 

for various 
19

Ne resonance states. Because they are tabulated as a function of the 

excitation level energy of 
19

Ne, we cannot compile these parameters as we have 

done for “classical” resonance parameters for neutron-induced reaction. Also we 

do not know what should be coded in SF1 (target) and SF2 (projectile) which 

forms the compound 
19

Ne resonances. 

 

Resonance properties derived by both methods have been also used for the nuclear 

structure data evaluation. The XUNDL database (Experimental Unevaluated Nuclear 

Data List) compiled by McMaster University, Argonne National Laboratory and 

Triangle Universities is an example of experimental resonance parameter collections 

for structure data evaluators and above two data sets are compiled in XUNDL. 

 

We propose the following restriction: 



“Resonance parameters are compiled when both the projectile and target leading to 

the compound resonance are clarified by authors, and also the parameters are 

given as a function of incident energy on resonance (compiled under data heading 

 EN-RES or, when determined in the same experiment, as REACTION with 

SF6=EN).” 

 

Note that compilers ask authors when the reference frame (lab. or c.m.) is not clear for 

the resonance parameters. 

 

Erroneous subentries 

In this occasion, we searched some suspicious resonance parameter compilation in 

EXFOR. Centres are requested to correct the affected entries or, if they fall under the 

above restriction, to delete the affected (sub)entries. 

  

1) Resonance energy (SF6=EN) coded with SF3 ≠ 0 
13197.005 

23017.006 

31475.002-004, 31668.003 

40894.002, 40894.004, 41398.002-003, 41399.002 

C0115.006, C1502.002 

D0544.004-005 

K2002.003, K2061.003 

T0089.004, T0236.010, T0268.003-004 

 

2) Resonance spin J (SF6=J) coded with SF3 ≠ 0 
22318.004, 23017.006 

40894.002, 40894.004 

C1674.002 

E1494.006, E1494.011-012 

F0948.003 

T0236.010, T0268.003-004 

 

3) Resonance spin L (SF6=L) coded with SF3 ≠ 0 
C0295.003-004, C1561.002-004, C1634.002 

E1494.006, E1494.011-012 

 

4) Resonance parity (SF6=PTY) coded with SF3 ≠ 0 
41267.005 

C1487.002, C1634.002, C1674.002 

T0236.010, F0516.002, F0948.003 

T0268.003-004 

 

5) Resonance width (SF6=WID) coded with SF3 = 0. 
12923.003 

40383.007 

D5032.003-004, D5032.006-007, D5035.003-006 

F0632.005, F0632.007-008, F0800.007-008 

O0810.002, O1068.002, O1108.002 
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